Many Bayesian inference problems require exploring the posterior distribution of high-dimensional parameters that represent the discretization of an underlying function. This work introduces a family of Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) samplers that can adapt to the particular structure of a posterior distribution over functions. Two distinct lines of research intersect in the methods developed here. First, we introduce a general class of operator-weighted proposal distributions that are well defined on function space, such that the performance of the resulting MCMC samplers is independent of the discretization of the function. Second, by exploiting local Hessian information and any associated low-dimensional structure in the change from prior to posterior distributions, we develop an inhomogeneous discretization scheme for the Langevin stochastic differential equation that yields operator-weighted proposals adapted to the non-Gaussian structure of the posterior. The resulting dimension-independent and likelihood-informed (DILI) MCMC samplers may be useful for a large class of high-dimensional problems where the target probability measure has a density with respect to a Gaussian reference measure. Two nonlinear inverse problems are used to demonstrate the efficiency of these DILI samplers: an elliptic PDE coefficient inverse problem and path reconstruction in a conditioned diffusion.
Introduction
Many Bayesian inference problems require sampling a posterior distribution of high-dimensional parameters that represent the discretization of some underlying function. Examples include inverse problems governed by partial differential equations (PDEs) [1, 2, 3] and path reconstructions of stochastic differential equations [4, 5] . Yet sampling the posterior with standard Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms can become arbitrarily slow as the representation of the unknown function is refined; the convergence rates of such algorithms typically degrade with increasing parameter dimension [6, 7, 8, 9] . Here we present a dimension-independent and likelihood-informed MCMC sampling framework that enables efficient exploration of posterior distributions over functions. Our framework builds on recent work in dimension-independent MCMC sampling by identifying changes in the local curvature of the log-posterior, relative to the log-prior, and using this information to design more effective proposal distributions. We cast these proposals within a general class of operator-weighted proposals that guarantee dimension independence while allowing flexibility in the design of structure-exploiting MCMC algorithms.
Previous work [10, 11] has shown that it is possible to overcome degeneration of the convergence rates of standard MCMC algorithms by formulating them in function space. In particular, [10, 11] consider a posterior that is absolutely continuous with respect to a Gaussian reference measure, typically chosen to be the prior. By deriving proposals that yield valid Markov transition kernels on a function space, these efforts yield algorithms with performance that is dimension independent, i.e., robust under mesh refinement. Recent work has begun to integrate this function space perspective with other state-of-the-art sampling approaches such as sequential Monte Carlo [12, 13] and particle MCMC [14] (which were originally designed for finite-dimensional parameters) along with multilevel Monte Carlo [15] . Examples include [16] , which uses function space proposals inspired by those in [10, 11] as building blocks within a sequential Monte Carlo scheme, and [17, 18] , which employ function space algorithms within a multi-level MCMC scheme for variance reduction. An important takeaway from these efforts is that although proposals that are well-defined on function space provide mixing rates that are independent of discretization, they do not guarantee good mixing in absolute terms; additional analysis and exploitation of the structure of the posterior is essential.
To improve MCMC mixing in finite-dimensional settings, another important line of research has focused on using information about the local geometry of the posterior distribution to scale and guide proposals. Examples include the stochastic Newton method [19] , which uses low-rank approximations of the Hessian of the log-posterior to build Gaussian proposals, and Riemannian manifold MCMC [20] , which uses the Fisher information matrix (and the prior precision matrix) to construct a local metric for both Langevin proposals and Hamiltonian dynamics. Implicit in the lowrank approximations of [19] is the idea that the Hessian of the log-likelihood can be compared with the prior covariance to identify directions in parameter space along which the posterior distribution differs most strongly from the prior. This idea is formalized for linear inverse problems in [21] ; at its heart lies the solution of a generalized eigenproblem involving both operators. In linearGaussian problems, a transformation of the resulting dominant eigendirections reveals the directions of greatest variance reduction, relative to the prior. Solutions of the eigenproblem can also be used to construct optimal approximations of the posterior covariance, in the form of low-rank negative semidefinite updates of the prior covariance [21] . The form of these approximations is crucial, as it suggests the following tie to dimension-independent algorithms: The proposals used in [10, 11] rely on sampling from the Gaussian prior measure on an infinite-dimensional space. It is natural to alter these proposals only in a finite number of dimensions-where the posterior differs most strongly from the prior-to achieve better mixing while preserving dimension independence.
A first attempt in this direction is the operator-weighted proposal of [22] , which employs a relaxed version of the log-likelihood Hessian, evaluated at a single point near the posterior mode, to rescale the preconditioned Crank-Nicolson proposal of [11] . Of course, in inverse problems with nonlinear forward operators or non-Gaussian noise, the log-likelihood Hessian varies over the parameter space. Nonetheless, if local Hessians have low rank and dominant eigenspaces that are somewhat aligned, changes from the prior to the posterior will be confined to a relatively low-dimensional subspace of the parameter space. We will call this subspace the "likelihood-informed" subspace (LIS). [23] introduced the notion of the LIS and constructed it from the dominant eigenspace of the posterior expectation of a preconditioned log-likelihood Hessian. There, the LIS was used to approx-imate the posterior distribution in finite-dimensional nonlinear inverse problems, by replacing the posterior in complementary directions with the prior. In inverse problems with limited observations and smoothing forward operators, the LIS is relatively low dimensional and such approximations can be quite accurate.
We will use the notion of an LIS in the present work, but extend it to the infinite-dimensional setting and seek exact sampling; in this context, the LIS can be seen as means of convergence acceleration that captures key features of the posterior. The goal of this paper is to design MCMC algorithms that are dimension independent, that sample from the exact posterior distribution, and that exploit a posterior structure wherein departures from the prior-including non-Gaussianityare concentrated on a finite number of directions. To realize these goals, we introduce a general class of proposal distributions that simultaneously guarantee dimension-independent MCMC sampling and allow the essential structure of the posterior (i.e., departures from the Gaussian prior) to be captured in a flexible manner, via both local gradient information and a set of global covariancelike (i.e., bounded and self-adjoint) operators. We then discuss particular instances of this class for which the operators are derived from the LIS. The proposals themselves can be obtained from an underlying Langevin SDE by applying an inhomogeneous time discretization scheme on the LIS and its complement. We then incorporate these proposals into MCMC either as Metropolis or Metropolis-within-Gibbs updates.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some theoretical background on the infinite-dimensional Bayesian formulation of inverse problems and function-space MCMC methods, as well as previous work aimed at improving the efficiency of these samplers. Section 3 introduces a general class of operator-weighted proposals that enables the design of dimensionindependent and likelihood-informed (DILI) samplers. We then discuss the construction of a global LIS and describe several different DILI MCMC samplers based on the LIS. We also recall a few non-DILI algorithms that will subsequently be used for benchmarking. In Section 4, an elliptic PDE inverse problem is used to evaluate the performance of the various samplers introduced in Section 3. In Section 5, we apply the same samplers to the problem of path reconstruction in a conditioned diffusion and highlight key differences in performance. Section 6 offers some brief discussion and concluding remarks.
Theoretical background
In this section we recall the Bayesian formulation of inverse problems in the function space setting and provide some background on the relevant MCMC methods. We then review preconditioned Crank-Nicolson (pCN) proposals, which yield dimension-independent MCMC algorithms for posterior distributions over function space equipped with an appropriate Gaussian prior. We close this section with a discussion of how local geometry information can be used to inform MCMC proposals.
Bayesian inference framework
Suppose that the parameter of interest is some function u ∈ H, where H is a separable Hilbert space. Suppose further that the prior distribution µ 0 is such that µ 0 (H) = 1. We assume that the observation y is in R Ny . Let L(u; y) denote the likelihood function of y given u, which is assumed to be bounded away from zero µ 0 -almost surely. Let µ y denote the posterior probability measure of the unknown u conditioned on the observation y. The posterior distribution on infinitesimal volume elements du in H is given by
Let F : X → R Ny denote the forward operator, defined on some Banach space X ⊆ H with µ 0 (X ) = 1, and assume the noise on the observation is additive and Gaussian with zero mean. Then the observation model has the form y = F (u) + e, e ∼ N (0, Γ obs ).
We define the data-misfit functional
The likelihood function can then be written as
The inner products on the data space R Ny and the parameter space H are denoted · , · and · , · H , respectively, with associated norms denoted by · and · H . For brevity, where misinterpretation is not possible, we will drop the subscripts H. Throughout this paper we adopt the following assumptions about the forward operator: Assumption 2.1. The forward operator F : X → R Ny satisfies the following:
2. For all 2 > 0 there exists a constant K 2 ( 2 ) > 0 such that, for all u 1 , u 2 ∈ X with u 1 H < 2 and u 2 H < 2 ,
3. For all u ∈ X, there exists a bounded linear operator J : X → R Ny such that for all δu ∈ X
Given observations y such that y < ∞ and a forward operator that satisfies the first two conditions in Assumption 2.1, [3] shows that the resulting data-misfit function is sufficiently bounded and locally Lipschitz, and that the posterior measure is dominated by the prior measure. The third condition in Assumption 2.1 states that the forward model is first order Fréchet differentiable, and hence the Gauss-Newton approximation of the Hessian of the data-misfit functional is bounded.
We assume that the prior measure is Gaussian with mean m 0 ∈ H and a covariance operator Γ pr on H that is self-adjoint, positive definite, and trace-class, so that the prior provides a full probability measure on H. The covariance operator Γ pr also defines the inner product ·, · Γpr = Γ −1/2 pr · , Γ −1/2 pr · and the associated norm · Γpr on the Hilbert space H. It is convenient to define the covariance operator through its inverse Γ −1 pr , referred to as the prior precision and often chosen to be a Laplace-like differential operator [3] .
We note that the posterior distribution µ y does not admit a density with respect to Lebesgue measure. Instead of a "posterior density," we can define the limiting ratio of the probabilities of shrinking balls at two points u 1 and u 2 in Im(Γ 1/2 pr ) by the exponential of the difference of the Onsager-Machlup functional (OMF),
evaluated at u 1 and u 2 . Then the maximizer of the probability over vanishing balls, the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator, is the minimizer of this functional, 1 as shown in [24] for problems like those considered here.
MCMC on function space
MCMC methods, in particular the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm [25, 26] , can be employed to sample the posterior distribution µ y over H. The MH algorithm defines a Markov chain by prescribing an accept-reject move based on a proposal distribution q. One step of the MH algorithm is given as follows: Definition 2.2 (Metropolis-Hastings kernel). Given the current state u k , a candidate state u is drawn from the proposal distribution q(u k , ·). Define the pair of measures
Then the next state of the Markov chain is set to u k+1 = u with probability
otherwise, with probability 1 − α(u k , u ), it is set to u k+1 = u k .
The MH algorithm requires the absolute continuity condition ν ⊥ ν to define a valid acceptance probability and hence a valid transition kernel [27] . We will refer to a MH algorithm as well-defined if this absolute continuity condition is satisfied. Most of the MCMC proposals used in current literature-e.g., vanilla random walks, Metropolis adjusted Langevin (MALA) [28] , simplified manifold MALA [20] -violate this condition in the limit dim(H) → ∞. For these proposals, the MH algorithm is defined only in finite dimensions [11] and the convergence rate degenerates under mesh refinement. Extensive investigations have been carried out to study the rate of degeneration of various proposals and optimal scaling relative to this. See [6, 29, 7] and references therein.
For target probability measures over function space, the sequence of papers [10, 11, 30, 3 ] provide a viable way of constructing well-defined MH algorithms using appropriate discretizations of Langevin SDEs. The key step in the construction of such algorithms is to ensure the absolute continuity condition ν ⊥ ν. We will revisit these constructions in the next subsection.
Preconditioned semi-implicit proposal
Following [10, 11, 30] , we recall the preconditioned Crank-Nicolson (pCN) proposal. Consider the Langevin SDE
where P is a symmetric, positive-definite, and bounded operator and dW(τ ) is space-time white noise over H × R + . For any such P , the SDE (7) has invariant distribution µ y for γ = 1 and invariant distribution µ 0 for γ = 0; see [11] and references therein. Following [10, 11] we let P = Γ pr . A first order semi-implicit discretization of (7), parameterized by θ ∈ (0, 1], defines a family of proposal distributions:
where ξ ∼ N (0, I), τ is the time step, and γ = {0, 1} is a tuning parameter to switch between the full Langevin proposal (γ = 1) and the random walk (Ornstein-Uhlenbeck) proposal (γ = 0). Simulating the Langevin SDE thus provides a method for approximately sampling from µ y when γ = 1 or from µ 0 when γ = 0. Under certain technical conditions, Theorem 4.1 of [10] shows that θ = 1/2 (a Crank-Nicolson scheme) is the unique choice that delivers well-defined MCMC algorithms when dim(H) → ∞. Putting θ = 1/2 and letting a
where it is required that a ∈ (−1, 1). If γ = 0, the invariant distribution of (9) remains µ 0 . However, if γ = 1, the invariant distribution of the discretized system is different from the invariant distribution of (7). To remove the bias, one can employ the Metropolis correction, as discussed by [28] . The pCN proposal (9) has the desired dimension independence property, in that the autocorrelation of the resulting samples does not increase as the discretization of u is refined. Since the scale of the posterior distribution necessarily tightens, relative to the prior, along directions in the parameter space that are informed by the data, maintaining a reasonable acceptance probability requires that the step size used in the proposal (9) be dictated by these likelihood-informed directions. As shown in [22] , the Markov chain produced by MH with the standard pCN proposal then decorrelates more quickly in the parameter subspace that is data-informed than in the subspace that is dominated by the prior. The proposed moves in the prior-dominated directions are effectively too small or conservative, resulting in poor mixing. The underlying issue is that the scale of the proposal (9) is uniform in all directions with respect to the norm induced by the prior covariance, and hence it does not adapt to the posterior scaling induced by the likelihood function.
It is therefore desirable to design proposals that adapt to this anisotropic structure of the posterior while retaining dimension independence. A first example is the operator-weighted proposal of [22] , which specifically (though without loss of generality) targets a white-noise prior, m 0 = 0 and Γ pr = I:
Some intuition for this proposal can be had by comparing to (9) in the case γ = 0: the new proposal replaces the scalar a with a symmetric operator A. This operator is constructed from a regularized approximation of the Hessian of the OMF (4) at a single posterior sample, chosen close to or at the MAP estimate. The dimension independence property of the proposal (10) can be seen simply by noticing its reversibility with respect to the prior,
and hence the absolute continuity condition ν ⊥ ν (given that Conditions (1) and (2) of Assumption 2.1 also hold). In comparison with (9), the proposal (10) produces direction-dependent step sizes and, in particular, different step sizes for parameter directions that are prior-dominated than for directions that are influenced by the likelihood-insofar as this anisotropy is captured by A. The autocorrelation time of the resulting MH chain can thus be substantially smaller than that of a chain using the original pCN proposal [22] .
Despite these performance improvements, this simple operator-weighted proposal has several limitations, especially when compared to state-of-the-art MCMC approaches for finite-dimensional problems. First, we note that A only uses information from a single point in the posterior, which may not be representative of posterior structure in a non-Gaussian problem. Also, (10) uses no gradient information and more broadly no local information, e.g., to describe the geometry of the target measure around each u. Also, the particular form of A used above does not necessarily identify directions of greatest difference between posterior and the prior or reference measure. (This point will be explained more fully in Section 3.2.) A more general class of operator-weighted proposals, designed in part to address these limitations, will be presented in Section 3.
Explicit proposals using local geometry
Before describing our general class of operator-weighted proposals, we briefly recall the simplified manifold MALA [20] and stochastic Newton [19] algorithms, which are related to an explicit discretization of the Langevin SDE (7) . Both are well-established MCMC methods that use Hessian or Hessian-related information from the posterior distribution to achieve more efficient sampling. Simplified manifold MALA uses the proposal:
where the preconditioning operator P (u) is derived from the expected Fisher information. Stochastic Newton prescribes τ = 1 and discards the factor of √ 2 above, which gives the proposal
where the preconditioning operator P (u) is the inverse of the posterior Hessian (or a low-rank approximation thereof; see [19, 21] ) at the current sample u. We note that simplified manifold MALA and stochastic Newton are closely related for a likelihood function with additive Gaussian noise, as the expected Fisher information is equivalent to the Gauss-Newton approximation of the data-misfit Hessian in this case. Even though operations using the local preconditioner can be computationally expensive, both methods provide significant reductions in autocorrelation time per MCMC sample over standard random walks and even non-preconditioned MALA algorithms. In a sense, the Hessian information-or more generally, the local Riemannian metric [20] -used by these proposals provides two useful insights into the structure of the posterior distribution.
First is an approximation of the local geometry, e.g., relative scaling along different directions in the parameter space, curvature, etc. Second, however, is insight into how the posterior distribution locally differs from a base measure, in particular, the prior distribution. When the Hessian of the data-misfit functional is compact, departures from the prior will be limited to a finite number of directions. One can explicitly identify these directions and partition the parameter space accordingly, into a finite-dimensional subspace and its complement. Of course, this particular partition is based only on local information, so one must consider methods for globalizing it-effectively incorporating the dependence of the Hessian on u. Given such an extension, this partitioning suggests a useful way of designing efficient MCMC proposals in infinite dimensions: use any effective MCMC proposal on a finite-dimensional subspace, and revert to a simpler function-space sampling framework on the infinite-dimensional complement of this subspace, thus yielding a well-defined MCMC algorithm in infinite dimensions and ensuring discretization-invariant mixing. The next section will explain how to realize this idea in the context of a more general operator-weighted MCMC.
Likelihood-informed MCMC
In this section, we first introduce a general class of operator-weighted proposals that guarantee dimension-independent MCMC sampling while offering a great deal of versatility with which to capture posterior structure. Then we take a short detour to discuss the notion of a likelihoodinformed subspace (LIS), which contains parameter directions along which the posterior differs most strongly from the prior. We present a method for constructing an LIS using samples of local Hessian information. We then design several examples of operator-weighted proposals that exploit the LIS and that result from different discretization schemes applied to the Langevin SDE.
Operator-weighted proposals
We consider a general class of operator-weighted proposals from u to u given by
where A, B, and G are bounded self-adjoint operators on
pr ), and Γ pr is the prior covariance operator defined in Section 2.1. Suppose further that these operators are defined through a complete orthonormal system (ψ i ) in Im(Γ −1/2 pr ) and sequences (a i ), (b i ), and (g i ) of positive numbers such that
. .] * , where we define
Defining the diagonal operators D A,ij = δ ij a i , D B,ij = δ ij b i , and D G,ij = δ ij g i , we can represent the spectral decompositions of the operators above as A = ΨD A Ψ * , B = ΨD B Ψ * , and G = ΨD G Ψ * , respectively. The following theorem establishes conditions on the operators A, B, and G such that the proposal (13) yields a well-defined Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for probability measures over function space. 
Proof. See Appendix B for the detailed proof.
We note that Condition (2) of Theorem 3.1 is designed for situations where the parameter u is partially updated, conditioned on those components corresponding to b i = 0. The other conditions in Theorem 3.1 ensure that the operators A, B, and G are bounded, and that the measures ν and ν ⊥ in (5) are equivalent.
To simplify subsequent derivations of acceptance probabilities and various examples of operatorweighted proposals, we now define the following useful transformations.
Definition 3.2 (Transformation that diagonalizes the prior covariance operator)
.
where
Definition 3.3 (Transformation that diagonalizes operators A, B, and G).
By applying the transformation (14) to u, which has prior measure µ 0 = N (m 0 , Γ pr ), we obtain a prior measure on v of the formμ 
The potential function Φ has input u = Γ 
The proposal distribution (13) can then be rewritten as
pr ∇ u Φ(u; y). Applying the unitary transformation (15), we can simultaneously diagonalize the operators A, B, and G. The resulting proposal distribution on w is then
where we again use the degenerate notation ∇ w Φ(w; y) = Ψ * ∇ v Φ(v; y), with v = Ψw.
Remark 3.4. Covariance operators in infinite dimensions are typically taken to be trace-class on H, so that draws have finite H-norm. For the transformed parameters v and w, the associated proposals use a Gaussian measure with identity covariance operator. Even though the identity operator is not trace-class on H and hence draws from this Gaussian measure do not have finite H norm, they are still square-integrable in the weighted space Im(Γ −1/2 pr ). Furthermore, (17) or (18) still yield a well-defined function space proposal for the parameter u after the inverse transformation is applied.
For brevity of notation, the rest of this paper will define our proposals using the transformed parameter v. Dealing explictly with the transformed parameter v also allows for a more computationally efficient implementation of the operator-weighted proposal in finite dimensions. This is because each update only requires applying the operator Γ 
where A, B, and G satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1. The acceptance probability of this proposal is
and where
Proof. The detailed proof is given in Appendix C.
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.5 provide a wide range of possibilities for constructing valid operator-weighted proposals for infinite-dimensional problems. As described in Section 2, one important advantage of operator-weighted proposals over simple pCN proposals is the ability to prescribe different step sizes in different directions of the parameter space. In designing the operators A, B, and G, one can employ information from the Hessian of the data-misfit functional and from the prior covariance, or even introduce adaptive Metropolis schemes. In the next subsection, we will describe a particular finite-dimensional subspace that embeds most of the non-prior-dominated (and as a byproduct, most of the non-Gaussian structure) of the posterior.
Likelihood-informed subspace
In linear-Gaussian models of finite dimension, the posterior covariance matrix can often be well approximated as a low rank update of the prior covariance. The low rank update is derived from the dominant eigenvectors of the prior-preconditioned Hessian of the data misfit function, where the latter is a finite-dimensional version of Φ in (2) . Low rank of the update is a consequence of a number of factors typical of inverse problems and other parameter inference configurations: smoothing action of the forward operator, limited accuracy or number of observations, and smoothing from the prior. The first two factors are linked to the compactness of the Hessian of the data-misfit functional. Preconditioning this Hessian with the prior covariance can lead to even faster spectral decay.
This approximation of the posterior covariance matrix was first used in [31] for large-scale linear inverse problems. It has also been generalized to inverse problems with infinite-dimensional parameters, for the purpose of approximating the posterior measure by a Gaussian distribution centered at the MAP [32, 33] . [21] proved the optimality of this approximation-in the sense of minimizing the Förstner-Moonen [34] distance from the exact posterior covariance matrix over the class of positive definite matrices that are rank-r negative semidefinite updates of the prior covariance, for any given r. These optimality results also extend to optimality statements between Gaussian distributions [21] . The span of the r directions used to define the optimal update will be called the (local) likelihood-informed subspace (LIS); precise expressions for the LIS will be given below.
A key difference between the linear-Gaussian setting and the more general setting of a nonlinear forward model, as presented in Section 2.1, is that in the latter case, the Hessian of the potential function varies as a function of the parameter u. One approach for dealing with a non-constant Hessian is to combine LIS information from many points in the posterior, and hence to "globalize" the LIS. We will do so by taking the posterior expectation of the prior-preconditioned Hessian. This approach was used in [23] to develop approximations of a non-Gaussian posterior in finite dimensions, wherein the distribution in the complement of the globalized LIS was taken to be equal to the prior. In other words, the approximation decomposes the posterior into a finite subspace of likelihood-informed directions and a complementary subspace (CS) of prior-dominated directions, with mutually independent distributions in each subspace. Here we will extend this strategy to the infinite-dimensional setting, where the CS becomes infinite-dimensional. Moreover, we will incorporate the globalized LIS into the operator-weighted MCMC proposal presented above, in order to achieve exact sampling.
Local likelihood-informed subspace
Let the forward model be Frechét differentiable. Then the linearization of the forward model at a given parameter u, J(u) = ∇ u F (u), yields the local sensitivity of the parameter-to-data map. The Gauss-Newton approximation of the Hessian of the data-misfit functional (2) at u then becomes
and can be used to construct a local Gaussian approximation N (m(u), Γ pos (u)) of the posterior measure, where
Along a function ϕ ∈ Im(Γ 1/2 pr ), consider the local Rayleigh ratio
This ratio quantifies how strongly the likelihood constrains variation in the ϕ direction relative to the prior. When this ratio is large, the likelihood limits variation in the ϕ direction more strongly than the prior, and vice-versa. We note that similarly to the Onsager-Machlup functional, (20) can be extended to H by setting R(ϕ; u) = 0 outside Im(Γ 1/2 pr ). We will in particular be concerned with ϕ such that Γ 
This naturally leads to considering the eigendecompostion of the prior-preconditioned Gauss-Newton
which is positive semidefinite by construction. The dominant eigenfunctions of the ppGNH are local maximizers of the Rayleigh quotient (21) . Indeed, for the basis function
pr ), the Rayleigh quotient has value λ i , i.e.,
Thus, the ppGNH captures the (local) balance of likelihood and prior information described above: the largest eigenvalues of (22) correspond to directions along which the likelihood dominates the prior, and the smallest eigenvalues correspond to directions along which the posterior is determined almost entirely by the prior. The basis functions {ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ l } corresponding to the l leading eigenvalues of (22) , such that λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ λ l ≥ τ loc > 0, span the local likelihood-informed subspace (LIS). The resulting approximation of the local posterior covariance Γ pos (u) has the form
where ϕ i and λ i depend on the point u. Note that a Gaussian measure with this covariance and with mean m(u) (19) still endows the Hilbert space H with full measure. In a finite-dimensional setting, this covariance corresponds precisely to the approximation shown to be optimal in [21] . Note also that the number of nonzero eigenvalues in (22) is most N y , and thus the local LIS is indeed low-dimensional compared to the infinite-dimensional parameter space. If the nonzero eigenvalues λ i decay quickly, then one might reduce the dimension of the local LIS even further, with an appropriate choice of truncation threshold τ loc > 0. 
which is identical to the ppGNH in (22) . The associated local Rayleigh quotient for parameter v has the form
In this case, the orthonormal basis {φ 1 , . . . , φ l } forms the local LIS for the parameter v. Henceforth, for brevity and to maintain notation consistent with our exposition of operator-weighted proposals above, we will discuss the global LIS and the associated posterior covariance approximation in terms of the transformed parameter v.
Global likelihood-informed subspace
When the forward model is nonlinear and thus the Hessian of the data-misfit functional varies over the parameter space, the likelihood-informed directions are in principle embedded in some nonlinear manifold. We will construct a global linear subspace to capture the majority of these directions.
To extend the pointwise criterion (24) into a global criterion for identifying likelihood-informed directions, we consider the posterior expectation of the local Rayleigh quotient,
where S is the expectation of the local Gauss-Newton Hessian (working in whitened coordinates):
It is natural to then construct a global LIS from the eigendecomposition of S, as in the local case. We approximate S using the Monte Carlo estimator
where v (k) ∼ µ v y for k = 1 . . . n. Usually we can only access the Gauss-Newton Hessian H by computing its action on functions; each action requires one forward model evaluation and one adjoint model evaluation. In such cases, each H(v (k) ) can be captured with a low-rank approximation computed either via Krylov subspace methods [35] or via randomized algorithms [36, 37] :
where λ
are the eigenvalues discussed earlier for the local LIS. The eigenproblem for constructing the global LIS then has the form
The eigenfunctions corresponding to the r leading eigenvalues, λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ . . . ≥ λ r ≥ τ g > 0, for some threshold τ g > 0, form the basis V r = [ φ 1 , . . . , φ r ] of the global LIS (again in the whitened coordinates). We typically use the same truncation threshold for the local eigendecomposition (26) and the global eigendecomposition (27) , i.e., τ g = τ loc .
Depending on the structure of data-misfit functional, the number of samples n needed to accurately estimate the expected Gauss-Newton Hessian (and in particular, its dominant eigendirections) in (27) may vary significantly. For a linear forward model, one sample is obviously sufficient. If the forward model is nearly linear or if the posterior is unimodal and tightly concentrated (relative to the variation of the Hessian), without a complex submanifold structure, then the posterior may still be well approximated by a Gaussian. In this case, a single Gauss-Newton Hessian evaluated at some representative location in the parameter space, e.g., at the MAP, may still be sufficient to obtain the global LIS. In general, however, we will automatically explore the landscape of the likelihood-adaptively enriching the LIS by adding samples to (27) and stopping the adaptation when successive changes in the LIS fall below a certain threshold. This adaptive procedure is described in Section 3.4.
Remark 3.7. It is assumed that the Frechét derivative of the forward operator exists so that the Gauss-Newton approximation of the Hessian operator is defined on function space. We take the approach of differentiating and then discretizing, so that dimension independence is conserved assuming a convergent discretization of the linearization.
Empirical posterior covariance
By projecting the argument of the likelihood function onto the finite-dimensional LIS, we can approximate the posterior measure by
Given an ensemble of posterior samples, the posterior covariance can be approximated by the empirical sample covariance within the LIS and by the marginal prior covariance outside the LIS. The latter quantity is known analytically, and in transformed coordinates v, it is simply the identity.
Suppose that we have an empirical estimate of the marginal posterior covariance within the LIS, denoted by Σ r . The approximate posterior covariance (for parameter v) then has the form Σ = V r Σ r − I r V * r + I .
After finding the eigendecomposition Σ r = W r D r W * r , we can diagonalize the approximate posterior covariance by rotating the basis V r using the r-dimensional unitary matrix W r . Thus we have the new basis Ψ r = V r W r , and the diagonalized covariance Σ takes the form
Given this approximate posterior covariance Σ for the parameter v, the corresponding approximate posterior covariance for the parameter u is Γ 1/2 pr ΣΓ 1/2 pr .
DILI proposals
Now we use the LIS and its complement to develop specific examples of operator-weighted proposals that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1, thus ensuring discretization-invariant mixing in a function space setting. Recall that the LIS captures parameter directions where the posterior differs most strongly from the prior; since the prior is Gaussian, these are also the directions that involve most of the non-Gaussian structure of the posterior. As described above, the posterior distribution in the complement 2 of the LIS (the complementary subspace, henceforth referred to as CS) is well approximated by the marginal of the prior distribution in these directions. Based on this partition of the parameter space, we can employ a proposal in the finite-dimensional LIS that is designed to sample this non-Gaussian structure, and at the same time employ a standard Crank-Nicolson proposal in the CS. We will construct such proposals using an inhomogeneous time discretization of the Langevin SDE (7) . Given the partition defined by the LIS, Metropolis-withinGibbs proposals are also derived naturally.
Inhomogeneous time discretization of Langevin SDE
Assume that an approximate posterior covariance Σ as in (28) 
where w r = Ψ * r v and w ⊥ = Ψ * ⊥ v are the coefficients of the projection of v onto the LIS and CS, respectively, and D r is given in (28) . The two tuning variables γ r and γ ⊥ take values {0, 1} to switch between the full Langevin proposal and the random walk proposal. By assigning eigenvalues to the basis Ψ, valid operator-weighted proposals in the form of (13) can be constructed to satisfy Theorem 3.1. We will prescribe such eigenvalues below by discretizing this Langevin SDE.
Basic proposals
We prescribe two different time steps to discretize (29) , denoted by τ r and τ ⊥ . This section presents two proposals, one which does not use gradient information on the LIS (γ r = 0) and one which does (γ r = 1). On the CS, both proposals use the pCN update with γ ⊥ = 0. Thus the proposal in the CS is given by
For the corresponding eigenfunctions Ψ ⊥ , the operators A, B and G have uniform eigenvalues a ⊥ , b ⊥ , and 0, respectively. Various discretization schemes can be used for the Langevin SDE in the LIS. Let the eigenfunctions Ψ r be associated with sequences of eigenvalues (a i ), (b i ), and (g i ), i = 1, . . . , r, giving rise to the r-dimensional diagonal matrices D Ar , D Br , and D Gr . The operators A, B and G can then be written as
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.5 can be used to show when the operator-weighted proposals given by (31) yield well-defined MCMC algorithms, and to derive the associated acceptance probability. Our first operator-weighted proposal employs a Crank-Nicolson scheme in the LIS, with γ r = 0. 
Since this proposal has D 2 Ar + D 2 Br = I r , the acceptance probability can be simplified to
We can instead consider a mixed discretization scheme, which uses an explicit discretization of the Langevin proposal (γ r = 1) in the LIS. The discretized Langevin SDE in the LIS has the form w r − w r = − τ r D r (w r + Ψ * r ∇ w Φ(w; y)) + 2D r τ r ξ r , where ξ r ∼ N (0, I r ). Combined with the CS proposal (30) , this leads to the proposal: 
The acceptance probability of this proposal has the form
where ρ(v, v ) is given by
pr m ref .
Metropolis-within-Gibbs updates
Given a basis Ψ r for the LIS, the parameter v can be split as
and hence a Metropolis-within-Gibbs update can be quite naturally introduced for v r and v ⊥ . This update consists of a pair of proposals: 
Similarly, by setting D Ar = I r , D Br = 0, and D Gr = 0, we have the proposal (36b) which updates v ⊥ conditional on v r . This leads to the operators
These proposals both satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1, and therefore lead to a MetropolisHastings scheme that is well-defined on function space. The following two Metropolis-within-Gibbs schemes are derived from Proposals 3.1 and 3.2.
Proposal 3.3 (MGLI-Prior: Metropolis-within-Gibbs update using a likelihood-informed proposal that is invariant w.r.t. the shifted prior distribution). Let D Ar , D Br , and D Gr be given by (32) . Define A r , B r , and G r as in (37) and A ⊥ , B ⊥ as in (38) . The updates are given by (36a) and (36b) and both have acceptance probability (33).
Proposal 3.4 (MGLI-Langevin: Metropolis-within-Gibbs update using the Langevin proposal in the LIS).
Let D Ar , D Br , and D Gr be given by (32) . Define A r , B r , and G r as in (37) and A ⊥ and B ⊥ as in (38) . The updates are given by (36a) and (36b), with acceptance probabilities given by (35) and (33), respectively.
Adaptive sampling framework
The DILI proposals defined in the preceding section require a basis for the LIS, which must be constructed from posterior samples as described in Section 3.2. Here we introduce an adaptive sampling procedure to provide these samples and thus explore the variation of the Hessian of the data-misfit functional. The procedure uses any of the DILI operator-weighted proposals of Section 3.3 to sample the posterior while simultaneously updating the operators in this proposal with the adaptively refined LIS.
We first compute the MAP estimate as defined in Section 2.1 and initialize the Markov chain with v 0 = v MAP . The initial expected Hessian operator (25) is set to the Gauss-Newton Hessian at the MAP:
and the LIS associated with S 0 is constructed. Then the following procedure is used to adaptively refine the LIS. Supposing that we have run the procedure for n − 1 iterations, the nth iteration proceeds as follows:
1. To select the next sample point, first construct an operator-weighted proposal using the current LIS, as described in Section 3.3. Using this proposal, run the Metropolis-Hastings Markov chain for N lag iterations. The sample at the last iteration, denoted by v new , is the parameter value at which the nth Gauss-Newton Hessian is evaluated. All the previous samples {v k } where 1 ≤ k ≤ nN lag are saved.
Update the average Hessian operator by
where H(v new ) is approximated by the low-rank decomposition (26) . Recompute the LIS, and update the empirical covariance by projecting all the saved samples onto the updated LIS. 3. Terminate the adaptation if the maximum allowable number of Hessian evaluations is exceeded, or if the Förstner distance [34] between successive average Hessians of the OMF ( S n−1 + I) and ( S n + I),
falls below a prescribed threshold . Otherwise, set n = n + 1 and return to step 1. Here λ i (A, B) is the ith generalized eigenvalue of the pencil (A, B).
Once the additive construction procedure terminates, we simulate the Markov chain using the operator-weighted proposal built from a fixed LIS, where the empirical covariance is henceforth only updated within this fixed and finite-dimensional subspace. In this situation, existing adaptive MCMC theory [38, 39, 40, 41] can be used to establish ergodicity of the chain.
The Förstner distance used in Step 3 was introduced in [34] as a metric for positive definite covariance matrices; it can also be related to the Kullback-Leibler divergence or Hellinger distance between Gaussian distributions, as described in [21] . Here, we apply it to linear operators on an infinite-dimensional space. But since the average Hessians S n and S n−1 are symmetric and finiterank operators, the operators ( S n + I) and ( S n−1 + I) only differ on the finite dimensional subspace V that is the sum of the the ranges of S n and S n−1 , i.e., V = range( S n ) + range( S n−1 ). Hence there are only a finite number of nonzero terms in the summation in (39) , and d F can be equivalently and efficiently computed by projecting the operators ( S n + I) and ( S n−1 + I) onto V. In this way, the infinite-dimensional generalized eigenproblem in (39) can be reformulated as a finite-dimensional generalized eigenproblem, and the Förstner metric is applicable in this setting. Alternatively, we could have used the weighted subspace distance from [42] as a criterion for convergence of the global LIS, as in [23] . In practice, we find that both criteria produce consistent results.
Note that in Step 2 above, maintaining the full Hessian matrix may not be memory-efficient. For very high-dimensional problems, we can either maintain the dominant singular values and left singular vectors of S n or explore the problem-specific sparse structure of the Hessian. In this case, the truncation level used for the adaptive global Hessian should be taken much smaller than the global truncation threshold τ g used to select the LIS, since the importance of certain directions may accumulate.
Benchmark algorithms
In the numerical examples of Sections 4 and Section 5, we will benchmark our operator-weighted proposals by comparing their performance with that of two representative proposals from the MCMC literature, one that is dimension independent and another that exploits posterior Hessian information.
Proposal 3.5 (pCN-RW: Prior-preconditioned Crank-Nicolson random walk proposal [10] ). By setting γ = 0 in (9) and applying the transformation in Definition 3.2, we obtain the proposal:
where a ∈ (−1, 1).
Note that the gradient term could have been included by setting γ = 1 in (9). In the numerical examples described below, however, the performance of such a pCN Langevin proposal [11] is very close to that of the pCN-RW proposal. For brevity, we will therefore only report on pCN-RW in our numerical comparisons. 
Now take a low rank approximation of H M ,
to obtain
This H-Langevin proposal essentially combines preconditioned MALA [43] with the low-rank Hessian approximation used in the stochastic Newton algorithm [19] . But instead of using a location-dependent preconditioner as in simplified manifold MALA [20] and stochastic Newton, it uses a constant preconditioner (H M + I) −1 , thus avoiding the computational burden of evaluating the local Hessian at each iteration. The same principle has recently been used in [44] to modify the stochastic Newton algorithm. The main difference between the H-Langevin proposal and the variants of stochastic Newton proposed in [44] is that H-Langevin employs an adjustable discretization step τ , whereas [44] uses τ = 1.
Example 1: Elliptic PDE
Our first numerical example is a coefficient inverse problem in an elliptic PDE, i.e., inferring the transmissivity field of the Poisson equation. We use this test case to compare the efficiency of the new operator-weighted proposals described in Section 3.3 with the benchmark proposals of Section 3.5. We also demonstrate the advantanges of using multiple posterior samples to construct the LIS and the invariance of the LIS under grid refinement.
Problem setup
Consider the spatial domain Ω = [0, 1] 2 with boundary ∂Ω. We denote the spatial coordinate by s ∈ Ω. Let κ(s) be the transmissivity field, p(s) be the potential function, and f (s) the forcing term. The potential function for a given realization of the transmissivity field is governed by
where n(s) is the outward normal to the boundary. To make a well-posed boundary value problem, a further condition (40) is solved by the finite element method with bilinear elements on a uniform 40 × 40 grid. The transmissivity field is endowed with a log-normal prior distribution, i.e., κ(s) = exp(u(s)), and
where the covariance operator C is defined through an exponential kernel function
In this example, we set the prior standard deviation σ u = 1.25 and the correlation length s 0 = 0.0625. To make the inverse problem more challenging, we use a "true" transmissivity field that is not directly drawn from the prior distribution. The true transmissivity field-i.e., the field used to generate noisy observations-and the corresponding potential are shown in Figures 1(a) and (b) , respectively. where the observed data is y ∈ R 25 . Since amount of information carried in the likelihood function affects the structure of the LIS, we use two cases with different noise magnitudes to illustrate this relationship. Let the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) be defined as max s {u(s)}/σ. The first data set is generated with signal to noise ratio 10 (SNR10), and the second set is generated with signal to noise ratio 50 (SNR50). Both data sets are shown in Figure 1 (c).
Sampling efficiency
We now compare the posterior sampling performance of our operator-weighted proposals (Proposals 3.1-3.4) with that of the pCN-RW and H-Langevin proposals (Proposals 3.5 and 3.6). To build the LIS, the adaptive sampling procedure in Section 3.4 is run for 2 × 10 5 MCMC iterations, from which 1000 posterior samples are selected, one every N lag = 200 iterations, to compute the expected Hessian. Then we sample the posterior distribution for 10 6 MCMC iterations using the operator-weighted proposals and the benchmark proposals. Samples from the second half of these iterations are used to estimate the autocorrelation of the Onsager-Machlup functional (4) and of the parameter u projected onto selected eigenfunctions of the prior covariance operator. As the metrics of sampling efficiency below will indicate, these sample sizes are significantly larger than one might use in practice, particularly with the DILI proposals. Our goal here, however, is to characterize the mixing properties of each chain without any potential bias resulting from burn-in and finite sample size. Also, our comparisons of mixing along particular directions in the parameter space use projections onto prior covariance eigenfunctions because these projections provide a common basis for comparison-in contrast to projections w onto modes of the LIS, which can be different for different proposals. Moreover, evaluating performance on LIS modes could conceivably yield results that are artificially favorable to the DILI proposals.
For the SNR10 case, Figure 2 shows the autocorrelation functions of selected components of the v parameter. Note that we chose the square root Γ 1/2 pr in Definition 3.2 such that the selected components of v correspond to projections of u onto the 1st, 10th, 100th, and 1000th eigenfunctions of the prior covariance (i.e., Karhunen-Loève modes). Overall, MGLI-Langevin outperforms the other proposals, in some cases quite dramatically. On the low-index eigenfunctions (1 and 10), the operator-weighted proposals and the H-Langevin proposal yield similar mixing, as indicated by the decay of the autocorrelation. Yet the operator-weighted proposals outperform H-Langevin on the higher-index eigenfunctions, as these directions in the parameter space tend to be less constrained by the data; indeed, they are more aligned with the CS. This effect can already be observed for 100th eigenfunction and becomes more significant for the 1000th. Chains produced by pCN-RW decorrelate very slowly compared to the other samplers.
The autocorrelation of the OMF, shown in Figure 3 along with trace plots for two of the chains, provides an alternative summary of sampling performance. Again, we observe that the operatorweighed proposals yield shorter autocorrelation times than H-Langevin and pCN-RW. Figure 4 compares the MGLI-Langevin, H-Langevin, and pCN-RW samplers for the SNR50 case. In parameter directions corresponding to the smoother prior covariance eigenfunctions (e.g., components 1, 10, and 100 of v), the MGLI-Langevin and H-Langevin proposals produce very similar autocorrelations. Yet, as in the SNR10 case, MGLI-Langevin significantly outperforms HLangevin for parameter directions corresponding to the high-index eigenfunctions, e.g., v 1000 . The pCN-RW chain again decorrelates very slowly compared to the other proposals. Looking at the OMF in Figure 5 , we observe relative performances similar to the SNR10 case: the MGLI-Langevin proposal outperforms both pCN-RW and H-Langevin. In both of these test cases, H-Langevin and the operator-weighted proposals have comparable sampling efficiency along parameter directions that are dominated by the likelihood; this is not surprising, as both use Hessian information from the log-likelihood to scale proposed moves. For directions along which the likelihood has a relatively weaker influence than the prior, however, the operator-weighted proposals have better sampling efficiency than H-Langevin. To further explore this pattern, Figure 6 shows the lag-1 autocorrelation of all 1600 components of v, for both the SNR10 and SNR50 cases (subfigures 6(a) and 6(b), respectively). The star symbols represent 
Global versus local LIS
It is useful to quantify the impact of "globalizing" the LIS on sampling efficiency. In particular, we wish to contrast the performance of operator-weighted proposals constructed from a global LIS, based on the posterior expected Hessian (as in Section 3.2.2), with that of operator-weighted proposals constructed from a single local LIS, based on the Hessian at the MAP. For brevity, we limit our comparisons to Proposal 3.4 (MGLI-Langevin). The global LIS is constructed using the adaptive sampling strategy detailed at the start of Section 4.2. Results produced with the global LIS are labeled 'Adapt-LIS' in the figures below. Results obtained with the MGLI-Langevin proposal employing a local LIS at the MAP are denoted 'MAP-LIS.' Note that the local LIS in the current problem has dimension at most 25, since the inverse problem has 25 observations. The global LIS can be much larger, since it accounts for posterior variation in the dominant eigenspace of the Hessian. In the current setup, the global LIS for the SNR10 case has dimension r = 66 while for the SNR50 case it has dimension r = 193; both of these are obtained with truncation thresholds τ loc = τ g = 0.01.
Figures 7 and 8 summarize relative sampling performance for both the SNR10 and SNR50 cases. We show the autocorrelation of the OMF for each algorithm and the lag-1 autocorrelations of each component of v. In both test cases, using a global LIS produces better mixing than a single local LIS. The improvement in mixing for the OMF seems slightly more pronounced for the larger-noise case (SNR10) than the smaller-noise case (SNR50). This may be due to the broader posterior of the former; since the nonlinear forward model is the same in both cases, the variation of the Hessian becomes more significant when wider ranges of the parameter space are explored. On the other hand, the lag-1 autocorrelations show greater improvements in the SNR50 case. Here, the higher dimension of the global LIS relative to the local LIS (193 to 25 in the SNR50 case versus 66 to 25 in the SNR10 case) may play a role. The global LIS is larger in the SNR50 case because the data carry more information. 
LIS under grid refinement
We now explore how grid refinement affects the dimensionality and structure of the global LIS, as well as the convergence of the adaptive procedure for constructing it. In the examples below, the transmissivity field κ(s) and the associated potential function p(s) are discretized on 40 × 40, 80 × 80, and 120 × 120 grids. discretizations, the distance (39) between likelihood-informed subspaces at adjacent iterations drops by several orders of magnitude over the course of the adaptive sampling procedure, as shown in Figure 9 (b). The rates of convergence of this distance are comparable for all three discretizations. After a few hundred samples, the dimensionality of LIS also converges for all three discretizations. Note that the 40 × 40 grid yields a slightly higher-dimensional LIS than the two more refined grids: at the end of the adaptive procedure, the LIS of the 40 × 40 grid has dimension r = 193, while the 80 × 80 and 120 × 120 grids yield r = 178 and r = 176, respectively. This effect can be ascribed to discretization errors on the 40 × 40 grid; since the forward model converges under grid refinement, we expect the dimension of the associated LIS also to converge. The first five basis vectors of the LIS for the various discretizations are plotted in Figure 10 . Similar structures are observed at different levels of grid refinement.
Example 2: Conditioned diffusion
In this section, we use noisy pointwise observations of the path of a particle, diffusing in a double-well potential, to infer the driving force on the particle and hence its pushforward to the path itself. This example is motivated by applications in molecular dynamics.
Problem setup
Consider a stochastic process p : [0, T ] → R governed by the following Langevin SDE:
where f : R → R is globally Lipschitz and du t is an increment of the Brownian motion u ∼ µ 0 = N (0, C), where C(t, t ) = min(t, t ). Let the function f have the following form
with θ > 0. The corresponding potential is E(p) = − double-well shape, the invariant measure is bimodal and paths of (44) will transition from one well to the other, with a probability dependent on the magnitude of the stochastic forcing and on the scale θ of the potential. We will use θ = 10 in the examples below. This model is ubiquitous in the sciences, perhaps most notably in molecular dynamics where it represents the motion of a particle with negligible mass trapped in an energy potential E with thermal fluctuations represented by the Brownian forcing. We refer the reader to [5] for a proof that the map u → p is continuous and differentiable from C([0, T ], R) → C([0, T ], R). The fact that µ 0 (C([0, T ], R)) = 1 follows from the well-known property that continuous functions have probability one under Wiener measure. Therefore, this Bayesian inverse problem is well-defined [5] , and it fits into the framework developed in Section 3. The observation operator is defined by Mp := [p t 1 , p t 2 , . . . , p t 20 ] T , and we let
where σ = 0.1 and the observation times t i are equispaced within the interval [0, 10]. An EulerMaruyama scheme is used for integration with ∆t = 10 −2 , and hence the dimension of our approximation of this infinite-dimensional pathspace is d = 1000.
Numerical results
We now evaluate the efficiency of the MCMC proposals from Section 3.3 and Section3.5 on the conditioned diffusion example. Figure 11 illustrates the solution to the forward problem taken as the truth, the noisy observations of this particular path, and the results of subsequent conditioningi.e., aspects of the posterior. In particular, we show the posterior mean, marginals of the posterior density at each time step, and the 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles of the local marginals. Note that the time interval t ∈ [0, 10] considered here is long enough to capture two transitions between the potential wells. Our numerical experiments use the same chain lengths and burn-in intervals as in the elliptic example, detailed in Section 4.2. We also use the same number of iterations as before to adaptively construct the global LIS.
The numerical results in Figures 12-14 highlight the strong performance of the DILI samplers developed in this paper. Figure 12 summarizes the sampling efficiency of each MCMC scheme via traces and autocorrelations of the OMF. Not only do the DILI algorithms outperform pCN, but they also show dramatically improved mixing over H-Langevin; here, H-Langevin performs almost as poorly as pCN. This contrasts with the elliptic PDE cases examined in Section 4, where the performance of H-Langevin was reasonably close to that of the DILI proposals. Plots of lag-1 autocorrelation in Figure 13 better mixing, as measured by lag-1 autocorrelations, across all components of v.
Conclusions
This paper has introduced a general class of operator-weighted MCMC proposals that are well defined on function space. In Bayesian inference problems that require exploring a posterior distribution over functions, these proposals yield MCMC sampling performance that is invariant under refinement of the discretization of these functions, and hence dimension-independent. While this class includes earlier dimension-independent algorithms [10, 11, 22] as particular cases, we use the versatility offered by our new family of proposals to design samplers that exploit posterior structure wherein departures from the prior-including non-Gaussianity-are concentrated on a finite number of directions, captured by a global likelihood-informed subspace (LIS). The global LIS is identified by approximating the posterior expectation of the Hessian of a preconditioned data-misfit functional. A further adaptive strategy based on this decomposition yields computationally affordable approximations of the posterior covariance. All of this geometric information is used to construct dimension-independent and likelihood-informed (DILI) proposal distributions; the four variations studied here (Proposals 3.1-3.4) also make use of local gradient information and Metropolis-withinGibbs updates. Numerical experiments for two nonlinear inverse problems suggest that these DILI samplers offer significant gains in sampling efficiency over current state-of-the-art algorithms.
This work can be extended in many directions. First, one can certainly consider alternative constructions of the LIS. Of particular interest are parallel methods for constructing the global LIS, updates based on incremental SVD algorithms [45] , strategies for batch-updating of the LIS that are compatible with adaptive MCMC, and even directed strategies for optimally exploring the variation of the preconditioned data-misfit Hessian. If only gradients of the data-misfit function are available, one might resort to so-called active subspace methods [46, 47] as an alternative way of building up LIS-like information. If gradients are also not available, then a different approach might be taken, for example adaptively building covariance information from samples and using regularized estimates to build an approximate LIS.
Second, many other operator-weighted proposal constructions are possible. Finally, while this work has focused on the design of global operators (e.g., A, B, and G that do not depend on the local parameter value), there is much room to combine global and local operators. As an example of the latter, [48] uses a semi-implicit discretization of a locally-preconditioned Langevin equation to derive a proposal that, under appropriate assumptions, yields a dimensionindependent MCMC algorithm. The present work may provide a rather general way of constructing local preconditioners that satisfy these assumptions. In particular, the partition of parameter space induced by the LIS provides an opportunity to introduce a variety of efficient proposals on the LIS (e.g., locally-preconditioned manifold MALA, even RMHMC) while preserving dimension independence through a suitable discretization of a Langevin equation on the CS. Combining proposals in this manner extends beyond the notion of local preconditioning. We leave a fuller development of these ideas to future work. * − I is Hilbert-Schmidt.
Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 3.1
Let q(u, du ) denote the proposal distribution defined by (13) , which has the form u = Γ which are joint Gaussian measures on (u, u ). Under the assumption that µ y and µ 0 are equivalent,ν andν ⊥ are equivalent to the measures ν(du, du ) = q(u, du )µ y (du) and ν ⊥ (du, du ) = q(u , du)µ y (du ), respectively. To provide a well-defined MH algorithm for the infinite dimensional posterior measure µ y , one requires thatν andν ⊥ are equivalent measures, i.e., that
is positive and boundedν-almost surely. In the rest of this proof, we will establish the equivalence ofν andν ⊥ , given the conditions provided above. The pair of Gaussian measuresν andν ⊥ have the form To show the covariance conditions of the FH theorem, first we decompose the space into H ⊕H 0 where H = span{ψ i } b i =0 and H 0 = span{ψ i } b i =0 . Furthermore, note that due to the block structure of diagonal operators, we decompose the product space into H 2 ⊕H 2 0 , where C i = C i ⊕C 0,i and C i and C 0,i act only on H 2 and H 2 0 respectively. Note that C 1 = C 2 by Assumption2.1 (2), so conditions (1) and (3) of the FH theorem are automatically satisfied. We will consider the measures restricted to the H 2 0 space. Indeed, without loss of generality, we will assume |b i | ≥ c > 0 for all i ∈ N for the remainder of the proof, so that H 2 = H 2 0 . For condition (1) of the FH theorem, note that given conditions (1)-(3) of Theorem 3.1, there exist constants c 1 , c 2 > 0 such that c 1 x < Q 1 x < c 2 x and c 1 x < Q 2 x < c 2 x , ∀x ∈ H 2 .
Thus the operators Q 
for some K < ∞, and hence the operator T is Hilbert-Schmidt given that condition (4) of Theorem 3.1 holds. Therefore for operators A, B, and G that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1, the proposal (13) yields a well-defined MH algorithm for the infinite dimensional posterior measure µ y that is equivalent to the prior measure µ 0 .
